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Abstract—Newer cellular communication generations are
planned to allow asynchronous transmission of multiple
numerologies (waveforms with different parameters) in adjacent
bands, creating unavoidable adjacent channel interference. Most
prior work on windowing assume additional extensions reserved for
windowing, which does not comply with standards. Whether win-
dowing should be applied at the transmitter or the receiver was not
questioned. In this work, we propose two independent algorithms
that are implemented at the transmitter and receiver, respectively.
These algorithms estimate the transmitter and receiver windowing
duration of each resource element (RE) with an aim to improve fair
proportional network throughput. While doing so, we solely utilize
the available extension that was defined in the standard and present
standard-compliant algorithms that also do not require any mod-
ifications on the counterparts or control signaling. Furthermore,
computationally efficient techniques to apply per-RE transmitter
and receiver windowing to signals synthesized and analyzed
using conventional cyclic prefix-orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing are derived and their computational complexities are
analyzed. The spectrotemporal relations between optimum window
durations at either side, as well as functions of the excess signal-
to-noise ratios, the subcarrier spacings and the throughput gains
provided over previous similar techniques are numerically verified.

Index Terms—Multiple access interference, interference
suppression, interference elimination, 5G mobile communication,
pulse shaping methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

THIRD Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) designed
4G-Long Term Evolution (LTE) to deliver broadband ser-

vices to masses [1]. The design was successful in doing what it
promised, but the one-size-fits-all approach resulted in certain
engineering trade-offs. This broadband experience was possi-
ble at a certain reliability not allowing ultra reliable and low
latency communications (uRLLC) operations, is not the most
power-efficient design and is only possible below 120 km/h
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mobility [2]. 5G new radio (NR) physical layer was designed to
utilize the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)
waveform [3] with different parameters, called numerologies,
allowing prioritization of certain aspects in different applications
and made the enhanced-mobile broadband (eMBB) experience
possible in a wider range of scenarios [4]. For example, while
low power Internet of Things (IoT) devices are assigned smaller
subcarrier spacings to conserve battery, vehicular communica-
tions are operating with higher subcarrier spacings and shorter
symbol durations to keep the communication reliable in high
Doppler spreads caused by higher speeds.

This shift in paradigm brought with it a problem deliber-
ately avoided by the uniform design. Regardless of the domain
multiple accessing (MA) was performed, the use of a unified
orthogonal waveform in the point-to-multipoint downlink (DL)
avoided the inter-user equipment (UE) interference problem ex-
perienced in the multipoint-to-point uplink (UL) in all preceding
generations of cellular communications. However, by allowing
coexistence of different OFDM numerologies in adjacent bands,
adjacent channel interference (ACI) between UEs sharing these
bands arises in the DL [5]. In the UL, although orthogonal
waveforms were used in principle, power differences and timing
and frequency offsets across UEs caused interference. Although
they came at certain costs, strict timing and frequency synchro-
nization across UEs [6] and power control [7] have been histori-
cally used to mitigate the interference in the UL. Unfortunately,
with the use of different numerologies, these remedies are not
a solution to the problem and inter-numerology interference
(INI) is inevitable [8] even in the DL. 3GPP acknowledges this
problem and gives manufacturers the freedom to implement any
solution they choose as long as they respect the standard frame
structure [9] seen in Fig. 1(a).

Windowing of OFDM signals is a well-studied interference
management technique that has garnered attention due to its
low computational complexity. Windowing can be performed
independently at the transmitter to reduce out-of-band (OOB)
emission [10], or at the receiver to reduce interference caused
by communication taking place in adjacent channels, commonly
referred to as ACI [11]. Most recently in [12], utilizing dif-
ferent window functions for each subcarrier at the transmitter
and receiver is proposed and the window functions for each
subcarrier that maximizes the spectral localization within the
UE’s resources and interference rejection are derived.

In [12] and most of the preceding literature focusing on win-
dowing, windowing was performed by extending the symbols by
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Fig. 1. Visual demonstrations of temporal (a) standard symbol structure,
(b) structure used in previous windowing literature and (c) the adaptive CP con-
cept presented in this work. The rectangles are alotted times for the actual OFDM
symbol, CP, and further cyclic extensions for “T”ransmitter and “R”eceiver
windowing, while the green dash and yellow round dot overlays demonstrate
transmitter and receiver windowing of the underlying area, respectively.

an amount which was arbitrarily chosen without explanation, in
addition to standard cyclic prefix (CP) duration seen in Fig. 1(b),
and the focus was on deriving window functions optimized
according to maximize standard performance metrics. These
extensions reduce the symbol rate and change the frame structure
defined in the standard, thus creating nonstandard signals that
are not orthogonal to the symbols that aim to share the same
numerology [5]. As mentioned above, this is not acceptable in
the current cellular communication standards [9]. Furthermore,
extending the symbol duration relentlessly causes the symbol
duration to exceed the coherence time of the channel, which
is a critical problem for high-speed vehicular communications
[5]. In [13], the authors attempted to improve spectral efficiency
of windowed OFDM systems by not applying windowing to
the REs of inner subcarriers assigned to UEs experiencing long
delay spreads and applying windowing on the edge subcarriers
using the excess CP assigned to UEs experiencing short delay
spreads. While effective, this scheme is only applicable if all
UEs utilize the same numerology. The first standard compliant
windowing scheme was proposed in [14], in which the authors

derived the receiver windowing durations that optimize recep-
tion of each subcarrier in the case which intersymbol interference
(ISI) and ACI occur simultaneously and pulse shapes of trans-
mitters operating in adjacent bands cannot be controlled, in the
absence of any extension designated for windowing. Whether
it is more beneficial to window a duration at the transmitter or
receiver was not discussed in the literature.

This work aims to extend [14] by evaluating how network
capacity can be further improved if the pulse shapes of the
transmitted waveforms can also be designed while conserving
the standard frame structure, that is, not adding any additional
extensions other than CP and using only the present CP for win-
dowing. In this work, we propose two independent algorithms
that aim to determine the amount of windowing that should be
applied at either side to maximize fair proportional network ca-
pacity. Unlike [14] in which receiver windowing duration calcu-
lations required channel impulse responses (CIRs) knowledge,
the proposed receiver windowing duration calculation algorithm
in this work is solely uses statistics derived from the received
signals. This significantly reduces the complexity and eases im-
plementation, and makes the algorithm completely practical as
no information is needed. The proposed transmitter windowing
duration calculation algorithm aims to maximize the network
spectral efficiency by assigning high transmit window durations
only to REs with excess signal to interference plus noise ratio
(SINR) that can withstand the ISI caused by windowing. This
reduces the ACI in the system with minimum impact to the REs
applying windowing. Neither algorithm requires any control
data transfer to other parties of the communication or changes
to the other nodes at any point. The proposed utilization of the
standard symbol structure as a function of excess signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is shown in Fig. 1(c). Numerical results confirm that
fair proportional network spectral efficiency can be increased
greatly without disrupting the standard frame structure by uti-
lizing CP adaptively, and determining transmitter windowing
durations using excess SINR of REs and data-aided receiver
windowing duration determination are an effective metrics. Our
contributions in this work are as follows:
� Computationally efficient per-RE transmitter and receiver

windowing of signals synthesized and analyzed using con-
ventional CP-OFDM are derived.

� A computationally efficient per-RE transmitter window
duration estimation algorithm for next generation NodeBs
(gNBs) that maximizes the fair proportional network
throughput based on UEs channel conditions and does not
require any information transfer to or modification at UEs
is presented.

� A computationally efficient per-RE receiver window du-
ration estimation algorithm for gNBs and UEs that max-
imizes the capacity of each RE and does not require any
information transfer from or modification at the transmitter
is presented.

� The computational complexities of the aforementioned
algorithms are derived.

� The algorithms are numerically analyzed in terms
of OOB-emission reduction, throughput improvements,
relation of window duration estimates with excess SNR,
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spectrotemporal correlation and accuracy of window dura-
tion estimates.

Notation: (·)T, (·)∗ and (·)H denote the transpose, conjugate
and Hermitian operations, A[a, b] is the element in the ath row
and bth column of matrix A, A[a, :] and A[:, b] are each row
and column vectors containing the ath row and bth column of
matrix A, respectively, vec (A) = [A[:, 1]T A[:, 2]T . . . ]T is
the vectorization operator, A�B and A�B correspond to
Hadamard multiplication and division of matrices A and B and
A by B, 0A×B denotes matrices of zeros with A rows and
B columns, CN(μ, σ2) represents complex Gaussian random
processes with mean μ and variance σ2, �X� correspond to
rounding all elements of X to the nearest integer, #S denotes
the cardinality of set S, Ex[y] is the expected value of random
vector y with respect to variable x, and j =

√−1.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this work, we assume that there is a node, referred to as the
gNB, that conveys information to all other nodes in the system
and all other nodes aim to convey information solely to the
gNB during processes referred to as DL and UL, respectively.
There are U nodes other than the gNB, hereinafter referred to as
UEs, sharing a total bandwidth B to communicate with the gNB
using OFDM. Each UE u samples this whole band band using
an Nu-point fast Fourier transformation (FFT), such that the
frequency spacing between the points at the FFT output becomes
Δfu = B/Nu. The quantity Δfu is referred to as the subcarrier
spacing of UE u. Bi-directional communication takes place in
a time domain duplexing (TDD) fashion and frequency division
multiple accessing (FDMA) is used for multiple accessing; UEs
solely receive and do not transmit during gNB’s transmission,
i.e. DL, whereas all UEs transmit simultaneously in adjacent but
non-overlapping frequency bands in the UL. UL is assumed to
take place before DL and is crucial to the work, but we focus
on modeling the details of the DL necessary for the proposed
methods for sake of brevity, while necessary details regarding
UL are provided in numerical verification. The data of each UE
u is conveyed in Mu consecutive subcarriers of Lu consecutive
OFDM symbols, with contiguous indices {Mu,1, . . . ,Mu,Mu

}
out of the possible Nu, while the remaining subcarriers are left
empty for use by other UEs. Although the algorithms presented
and performed analysis are directly compatible with orthogonal
frequency division multiple accessing (OFDMA), for the sake of
simplifying the notation throughout this work, we assume pure
FDMA, that is, Lu1Nu1 = Lu2Nu2 , ∀u1, u2 ∈ N

∗
≤U .

Symbols known by receiving nodes, commonly referred to as
pilot or demodulation reference signal (DMRS), are transmitted
in some REs for time synchronization and channel estimation
purposes in both UL and DL. The DMRS transmitted to UE u
are contained in the sparse matrix P u ∈ C

Mu×Lu . The single
carrier (SC) data symbols transmitted to UE u are contained in
Du ∈ C

Mu×Lu , of which nonzero elements do not overlap with
that of P u.

A CP of length Ku samples is appended to the each time
domain OFDM symbol to mitigate multipath propagation and
prevent ISI, where Ku/Lu equals to the same constant for all

UEs of the network and is referred to as the CP rate. The OFDM
symbol samples, preceded by their respective CP samples to be
broadcasted to all users can be obtained as

x̆=
U∑

u=1

vec

([
0Ku×(Nu−Ku) IKu

INu

]
FNu

Qu (P u+Du)

)
,

(1)

where x̆ ∈ C
(Nu+Ku)Lu×1, ∀u is the basic baseband sample

sequence, Qu ∈ R
Nu×Mu is the resource mapping matrix of

uth UE that maps the data elements to the scheduled resources,
and FNu

∈ C
Nu×Nu is the normalized Nu-point FFT matrix.

Some CP samples may also be used for transmitter windowing
to limit the OOB emission as described in [12], [15]. Different
transmitter window durations may be utilized for each RE to
be transmitted to each UE. The transmitter window durations
associated with uth UE’s REs are given in T u ∈ N

Mu×Lu

≤Ku
and

calculated according to Section III-A. Letx ∈ C
((Ku+Nu)Lu)×1

denote the per-RE transmitter windowed baseband sample se-
quence, calculated computationally efficiently as described in
Section III-A.

The waveform is then transmitted over the multiple access
multipath channel. The complex channel gain of the cluster
that arrives at the uth UE at the tth sample after a delay
of τ samples is denoted by the complex coefficient hu,τ,t.
We assume that these channel gains are normalized such that
Et[

∑t−Δt,u−1
τ=0 |hu,τ,t|2] = 1 and that they vary at each sample

instant where the mobility of each UE is independent of all
others. Then, the tth sample received at uth UE is written as

yu [t] = ñ+
√
γu

t−Δt,u−1∑

τ=0

hu,τ,tx [t−Δt,u − τ ] , t ∈ N
∗,

(2)
where x[t] := 0, ∀t ∈ N>(Ku+Nu)Lu

∪ Z
− , ñ ∼ CN(0, 1) is

the background additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), γu
is the overall SNR of uth UE and Δt,u is the propagation
delay for uth UE in number of samples. Each UE then syn-
chronizes to their signal by correlating the received samples
with samples generated only using their P u and estimates Δ̂t,u

[16]. The samples estimated to contain uth UE’s lth OFDM
symbol and its corresponding CP is denoted by vector yl,u ∈
C

(Ku+Nu)×1, whereyl,u[s] = yu[(l − 1)(Nu +Ku) + Δ̂t,u +
s], s ∈ N

∗
≤(Ku+Nu)

. Before the receiver windowing operations
are performed, uth UE first performs regular OFDM reception
and calculates the received SC symbols from the OFDM symbol
samples as

Y u [:, l, 0] = Qu
TFNu

[0Nu×Ku
INu

]yl,u, (3)

where the first plane of Y u ∈ C
Mu×Lu×(Ku+1) are the received

base SC symbols. Each UE uses a different receiver window
duration to receive each RE. The receiver window durations
associated with uth UE’s REs are given in Ru ∈ N

Mu×Lu

≤Ku
and

are calculated according to Section III-B, wherein also the calcu-
lation of the receiver windowed SC symbols Ŷ u ∈ C

Mu×Lu are
demonstrated. Channel frequency response (CFR) coefficients
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Fig. 2. Indexing of t within a demonstration of how transmitter windowed
samples are generated by overlapping scaled CP of current and cyclic suffix
(CS) of preceding OFDM symbols of which indices are given in the subscripts.

at DMRS locations are first estimated as

H̆u [m, l] = Ŷ u [m, l]� P u [m, l] (4)

using nonzero elements of P u. Then, a transform domain
channel estimator [17, (33)] is applied and estimated CIRs are
reduced to their first Ku coefficients. The CIR coefficients of
non-pilot carrying symbols are interpolated and extrapolated
[18], and all CFR coefficient estimates Ĥu are obtained [17,
(33)]. Finally, data symbols are equalized as described in [19]
for nonzero elements of Du and the received symbols are
estimated as

D̂u =
Ŷ u � Ĥ

∗
u

σ̂2
n,u + Ĥu � Ĥ

∗
u

, (5)

where σ̂2
n,u ∈ R

Mu×Lu is the variance estimated by uth UE for
noise, various interference sources and other disruptions.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

The idea proposed in this work involves determination of
T u and Ru for all UEs that maximizes the fair-proportional
network capacity. Because these concepts are implemented in-
dependently, they are discussed separately.

A. Estimation of Optimum Transmitter Window Durations

This subsection first discusses efficient differential calcu-
lation of per-RE transmitter windowed samples to prove the
optimum transmitter window durations calculations feasible.
The optimization metric, fair proportional network capacity,
is then defined. An algorithm to effectively maximize the fair
proportional network capacity is provided. Finally, the compu-
tational complexity of the provided algorithm is calculated and
discussed.

1) Computationally Efficient Conversion of Conventional
CP-OFDM Samples to Per-RE Transmitter Windowed OFDM
Samples: The transmit pulse shape of the mth subcarrier of lth
OFDM symbol to be transmitted to UE u in accordance with
T u[m, l] is contained in the vector tm,l,u ∈ R

(Ku+Nu+Tu)×1

of which indexing is demonstrated in Fig. 2 and is calculated
per [12] to contain the energy of that subcarrier within the
band assigned to the UE. Investigating (1), if no transmitter
windowing is applied, i.e. the generation of a regular CP-OFDM
sample sequence x̆, the contribution from the symbol in the mth

subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth user to the k ≤ Kuth
sample of that OFDM symbol is exp(−j2πMu,m(k −KU −
1)/Nu)(Du[m, l] + P u[m, l])/

√
Nu. If transmitter window-

ing is applied to the RE in interest, the contribution at k ≤
T u[m, l]th sample would instead become
(
tm,l,u [k] exp

(
−j2πMu,m (k − 1−KU )

Nu

)

× (Du [m, l] + P u [m, l])

+ tm,l,u [k +Nu +Ku] exp

(
−j2πMu,m (k − 1)

Nu

)

× (Du [m, l − 1] + P u [m, l − 1])

)
/
√

Nu

=
exp

(
−j 2πMu,m(k−1)

Nu

)

√
Nu

(
tm,l,u [k] exp

(
j

2πMu,mKU

Nu

)

× (Du [m, l] + P u [m, l]) + tm,l,u [k +Nu+Ku]

× (Du [m, l − 1]+P u [m, l − 1])

)
. (6)

Noting that tm,l,u[k] := 1− tm,l,u[k +Nu +Ku], ∀k ∈
Z

+
≤Nu+Ku

[12], [15], the k ≤ Tu[m, l]th sample of uth
user’s lth OFDM symbol’s per-RE transmitter windowed
mth subcarrier can be converted from that generated using a
conventional CP-OFDM procedure as

x [(l − 1) (Nu +Ku) + k]

= x̆ [(l − 1) (Nu +Ku) + k]

+
tm,l,u [k +Nu +Ku] exp

(
−j 2πMu,m(k−1)

Nu

)

√
Nu

×
(
(Du [m, l − 1] +P u [m, l − 1])

− exp

(
j

2πMu,mKU

Nu

)
(Du [m, l] + P u [m, l])

)
.

(7)

x can be obtained by converting all Tu[m, l] samples of x̆ to
per-RE transmitter windowed samples, and this is implied in all
further references to (7).

2) Estimation of Fair Proportional Network Capacity: In
order to estimate the optimum transmitter window durations,
the gNB first estimates the SINR and corresponding capacity for
each RE of each user prior to transmission, calculates the fair
proportional network capacity, and tries to increase it iteratively.
The samples to be received at the uth UE are first estimated as

ŷu [t] =

t−1∑

τ=0

ĥu,τ,tx [t− τ ] , t ∈ N
∗
≤(Ku+Nu)Lu

, (8)

where ĥu,τ,t are the CIR coefficient predictions [18] at the gNB
prior to transmission.1 The samples are regrouped accordingly
to Lu groups of Ku +Nu samples each and receiver processed

1ĥu,τ,t inherits
√
γu in the channel estimation phase.
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as described in Section II, that is, CPs are removed from all
symbols, FFTs are applied, and receiver windowing is performed
if the gNB is aware that the receiver in current interest does so.
Results for various cases of receiver windowing are provided
in Section IV, but for the sake of brevity, we assume that the
gNB assumes none of the UEs perform receiver windowing in
the remainder of this subsection. The gNB estimate at the FFT
output, Ỹ u ∈ C

Mu×Lu , is formulated as

Ỹ u [m, l] = H̃u [m, l]
(
Du [m, l] + D̃u [m, l]

)
, (9)

where H̃u[m, l] is the CFR coefficient prediction of themth sub-
carrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth user, the first term inside
parentheses is due to the data itself, and the second term inside
parentheses shown as D̃u is the cumulative ACI, inter-carrier
interference (ICI) and ISI. Note that since the source samples for
all these effects are summed with that of data at the gNB and are
passed through the same channel, this cumulative disruption is
also scaled with the same channel gain. Accordingly, the number
of bits that can be conveyed in the actual noisy transmission
channel using the data carrying mth subcarrier of the lth OFDM
symbol of uth UE is [20]

η̆u [m, l]

= log2

(
1 +

∣∣H̃u [m, l]
∣∣2

1 +
∣∣H̃u [m, l]

∣∣2∣∣D̃u [m, l]
∣∣2

)

= log2

(
1 +

∣∣H̃u [m, l]
∣∣2

1 +
∣∣Ỹ u [m, l]− H̃u [m, l]Du [m, l]

∣∣2

)
.

(10)

If the RE under investigation is scheduled to use a certain
modulation and coding scheme (MCS) to carry bu[m, l] bits,
(10) is in fact capped as

ηu [m, l] = min (bu [m, l] , η̆u [m, l]) . (11)

The mean number of bits conveyable to uth UE per RE is

η̄u = Em [El [ηu [m, l]]] , (12)

and we define the fair proportional network capacity as the
geometric mean of the mean capacities of all UEs in the network

η =
U

√∏U

u=1
η̄u. (13)

3) Optimum Transmitter Window Duration Estimation Algo-
rithm: Given the discrete nature of possible window durations in
digital pulse shaping and the lack of a relation between window
duration and amount of interference incurred on a victim subcar-
rier for optimum window functions used in this work [12] for the
time-varying multipath multiple access channel, an analytical
solution to this multivariate integer optimization problem with
such a nonlinear utility function is not obvious at the time of
writing. The choice of transmitter window duration of any RE
must balance the SINR degradation to the REs caused by induced
ISI, and the SINR improvement to all other REs, particularly
those of other UEs. The transmitter window duration affects the
whole network, hence, must be calculated keeping the whole

network in mind, meaning (13) must be calculated and optimized
at the gNB prior to transmission. However, explicitly calculating
(7) to (13) every time for each RE is computationally exhaustive.
The aforementioned equations are provided to provide the nec-
essary understanding, but the following equations will be used in
the computationally efficient estimation of optimum transmitter
window durations. Consider that we wish to test whether setting
the transmitter window duration of the RE in the ṁth subcarrier
of the l̇th OFDM symbol of u̇th user to T u̇[ṁ, l̇] improves the
fair proportional network capacity or not. Assume the transmitter
windowed samples are calculated per (7). To keep expressions
clear, let us refer to the difference in the kth CP sample in interest
per (7) as

ẋk := x
[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]

− x̆
[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]
(14)

=
tṁ,l̇,u̇ [k +Nu̇ +Ku̇] exp

(
−j 2πMu̇,ṁ(k−1)

Nu̇

)

√
Nu̇

×
((

Du̇

[
ṁ, l̇ − 1

]
+ P u̇

[
ṁ, l̇ − 1

])

− exp

(
j

2πMu̇,ṁKU̇

Nu̇

)(
Du̇

[
ṁ, l̇

]
+ P u̇

[
ṁ, l̇

]))
.

(15)

The next step is to regenerate (9) for all UEs. However, as the
number of changed symbols is limited, whole sample sequences
do not need regeneration, but only the received samples that are
affected by the changed samples, and fall into a valid receiver
window must be recalculated. For example, assuming a conven-
tional rectangular receiver window is utilized at the receivers,
which will be assumed in the rest of this section, any changes
to CP samples will be discarded as they fall outside the receiver
window, hence need not be calculated. In this case, firstT u̇[ṁ, l̇]
modified samples that the channel would leak into the symbol
duration must be calculated for each UE, and the kth sample
(per indexing of Fig. 2) of the transmitter windowed received
sample sequence ŷu can be written as

ŷu

[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]

=

Ku∑

τ=0

ĥ
u,τ,

(
l̇−1

)(
Nu̇+Ku̇

)
+k

x
[(
l̇ − 1

)(
Nu̇ +Ku̇

)
+ k − τ

]

(16a)

=

Ku∑

τ=0

ĥu,τ,(l̇−1)(Nu̇+Ku̇)+k

×
(
x̆
[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k − τ

]
+ ẋk−τ

)
(16b)

= ŷu

[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]

+

Ku∑

τ=k−T u̇[ṁ,l̇]

ĥu,τ,(l̇−1)(Nu̇+Ku̇)+kẋk−τ . (16c)
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Let us similarly refer to the difference in thekth relevant (belong-
ing to the OFDM symbol affected by the windowing operation)
sample to be received by the uth UE as

ẏu,k = ŷu

[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]

− ŷu

[(
l̇ − 1

)
(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k

]
(17)

=

Ku∑

τ=k−T u̇[ṁ,l̇]

ĥu,τ,(l̇−1)(Nu̇+Ku̇)+kẋk−τ . (18)

The FFT outputs also only need to be updated for a few
samples and taking the FFT of the whole OFDM symbol is
not necessary. Using the previously calculated received sym-
bol estimates, if there is an update to symbol estimate in the
mth subcarrier of the lth OFDM symbol of uth user, the new
symbol can be estimated by adding the contribution from the
updated samples and removing the contribution from the original
samples as

Ỹ u [m, l] = Ỹ u [m, l]

+

Ku+T u̇[ṁ,l̇]∑

k=Ku+1

exp
(
j

2πMu,m(k−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

ẏu,k.

(19)

The difference in the updated symbol estimate in uth user’s lth
OFDM symbol’s mth subcarrier due to the proposed window is
denoted by

Ẏu,l,m = Ỹ u [m, l]− Ỹ u [m, l] (20)

=

Ku+T u̇[ṁ,l̇]∑

k=Ku+1

exp
(
j

2πMu,m(k−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

ẏu,k. (21)

Accordingly, new channel capacity becomes

η̃u [m, l]

= log2

(
1 +

∣∣H̃u [m, l]
∣∣2

1 +
∣∣Ỹ u [m, l]− H̃u [m, l]Du [m, l]

∣∣2

)

(22a)

= log2

(
1+

∣∣H̃u [m, l]
∣∣2

1+
∣∣Ẏu,l,m+Ỹ u [m, l]− H̃u [m, l]Du [m, l]

∣∣2

)
.

(22b)

Note that the term Ỹ u[m, l]− H̃u[m, l]Du[m, l] was previ-
ously calculated in (10) and the introduced difference term can
simply be added to the previously calculated sum. Notice that the
capacities of only the RE of which transmit pulses overlap with
that of the RE under investigation are changed, and only these
need to be compared. Accordingly, assuming that the MCSs are
not decided yet, it is to the network’s advantage to transmitter
window the RE under investigation with the according window

Algorithm 1: Estimate T u, ∀u ∈ N
∗
≤U & Calculate x.

1: T u ← 0, ∀u ∈ N
+
≤U

2: x̆← (1)
3: for all u ∈ N

∗
≤U , τ ∈ N≤Ku

, t ∈ N
∗
≤(Nu+Ku)Lu

do

4: Predict DL CIRs h̃u,τ,t and CFRs H̃u

5: end for
6: for all u ∈ N

∗
≤U , m ∈ N

∗
≤Mu

, l ∈ N
∗
≤Lu

do
7: Calculate (8) to (10)
8: λu[m, l]← (10)
9: if MCSs fixed then

10: λu[m, l]← λu[m, l]− bu[m, l]
11: end if
12: end for
13: for ṁ, l̇, u̇← arg maxm,l,u λu[m, l],

arg minm,l,u λu[m, l] do
14: for T u̇[ṁ, l̇]← 1,Ku do
15: ηΔ ← (23) or (24)
16: if ηΔ > 0 then
17: for all u ∈ N

∗
≤U ,m ∈ N

∗
≤Mu

do

18: η̆u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]
← η̃u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]

19: end for
20: else
21: T u̇[ṁ, l̇]← T u̇[ṁ, l̇]− 1
22: if T u̇[ṁ, l̇] > 0 then
23: for all k ∈ N

∗
≤T u̇[ṁ,l̇]

do

24: x̆[(l̇ − 1)(Nu̇ +Ku̇) + k]← (7)
25: end for
26: end if
27: break
28: end if
29: end for
30: end for

duration if the following is positive:

ηΔ =

U∏

u=1

(
Mu∑

m=1

η̃u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉])

−
U∏

u=1

(
Mu∑

m=1

η̆u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉])
. (23)

Or if the MCSs are already decided, ηΔ becomes

ηΔ =

U∏

u=1

(
Mu∑

m=1

min

(
bu

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]
, η̃u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]))

−
U∏

u=1

(
Mu∑

m=1

min

(
bu

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]
, η̆u

[
m,

⌈
l̇Nu̇

Nu

⌉]))
.

(24)

Consequently, Algorithm 1 is proposed to iteratively calculate
the optimum transmitter windowing duration at the gNB. The
variable introduced in Algorithm 1, λu ∈ R

Mu×Lu , corresponds
to the excess SNR of the RE if MCSs are determined, or to the
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TABLE I
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY OF EACH CALL TO (23)/(24)

SNR of the RE if not. On par with the motivation behind Algo-
rithm 1, the REs that have higher excess SNR are more likely to
have longer windowing durations resulting in more significant
overall interference reduction before those with lesser impact
are pursued. Since there is no additional extension to CP, which
is currently designed only to support the multipath channel, all
REs are assumed to have a zero transmitter windowing duration
initially. The duration is incremented instead of a binary search
as the expected window durations are short and calculation of
shorter durations are computationally less exhaustive as will
be described in Section III-A4. The algorithm is provided in
a recursive manner for brevity, but the equations invoked by
(23)/(24). It should also be noted that Algorithm 1 runs only at
the gNB which virtually has no computational complexity and
power limitations while the UEs are unaware of the process and
are not passed any information. This makes Algorithm 1 forward
and backward compatible with all communication standards.

4) Computational Complexity: Channel prediction, and
mean SNR and capacity estimation for each user is assumed
to be performed for link adaptation purposes [18] regardless of
Algorithm 1 and is not considered in the computational com-
plexity of proposed algorithm. There are many computational
complexity reducing implementation tricks used in Section III-
A3. The computational complexity of the algorithm is derived
by counting the number of operations performed for each step
and how many times those steps were invoked. Table I shows
the number of real additions and multiplications required to test
whether windowing an RE at the transmitter with a duration of
T is beneficial, i.e. executing line 15 of Algorithm 1, how many
times each equation is invoked, and the total number of necessary
operations. It is shown that each test requires (25) real additions
and (26) real multiplications. Accordingly determining the op-
timum transmitter window durations for all REs in the transport
block, and windowing the sample sequence accordingly results
in

∑U
u=1

∑Lu

l=1

∑Mu

m=1(2T u[m, l] +
∑min(Tu[m,l]+1,Ku)

T=1 (25))

real additions and
∑U

u=1

∑Lu

l=1

∑Mu

m=1

∑min(Tu[m,l]+1,Ku)
T=1 (26)

real multiplications. Other than this, Algorithm 1 also needs
the calculate the fair proportional network capacity for the
nonwindowed case, requiring

∑U
u=1(Mu − 1)Lu real additions,

and maxLu real multiplications if there are only 2 differ-
ent subcarrier spacings or 3

2 maxLu real multiplications if

all three subcarrier spacing possibilities for the band is used.
Statistics regarding the distribution of T and according num-
ber of calculations for the evaluated scenarios are provided in
Section IV. Regarding the timewise complexity, it should be
noted that the calculation can be done in parallel for the minLu

independent symbol groups, and therefore the worst-case time
complexity of the described computationally efficient imple-
mentation is O(∑u MuK

2
u), whereas a more operation count-

and memory-wise exhaustive implementation can complete in
O(max(Ku) + max(Mu)), which may be feasible at the gNB.
Further operational and timewise computational complexity re-
duction can be obtained if the Algorithm is only run for a subset
of subcarriers such as [13].

B. Estimation of Optimum Receiver Window Durations

A theoretical approach requiring knowledge regarding chan-
nel conditions of at least the UEs utilizing adjacent bands was
proposed in [14]. Although the approach in [14] is theoretically
optimal, it is not feasible for use especially in the sidelink
(SL) due to the extent of required data (at least power delay
profiles (PDPs), or better yet, CIRs between the transmitters of
signals occupying adjacent bands and the receiver) at the UEs.
In this work, we propose calculating receiver window duration
solely using the statistics of the received signal. Sole dependence
on statistics allows each UE to perform their own estimation
in a decentralized manner without the need for network-wide
channel and data knowledge required in [14]. Since calculations
are done only by the intended receiver and receiver windowing
only affects the SINR of the RE that the operation is applied to,
there is no need to convey any information to and from other
nodes and maximization of fair-proportional network capacity
is achieved by independently maximizing the capacity of each
RE. This makes the proposed algorithm backward and forward
compatible with any communication standard and protocol.
Furthermore, computationally efficient receiver windowing of
OFDM symbols for multiple receiver window durations are
discussed and the computational complexity of the proposed
technique is derived.

1) Computationally Efficient Conversion of Conventionally
Received CP-OFDM Symbols to Per-RE Receiver Windowed
OFDM Symbols: Assume uth UE uses the receiver windowing
pulse shape rm,l,u ∈ R

(Nu+Ku)×1 of which indexing is shown
in Fig. 3 calculated according to [12] to reject the energy outside
the UE’s band with a receiver windowing duration of Ru[m, l]
to receive the mth subcarrier of lth OFDM symbol. As also dis-
cussed in [12], a visual investigation of Fig. 3 reveals that the an-
alyzed receiver windowed single carrier symbols differ from that
of the FFT output by the lastRu[m, l] samples. The contribution
from the s ∈ N

∗
Ku<s≤Ku+Nu

th sample to the FFT output, if win-
dowing is not performed, is, yl,u[s] exp(j2πMu,m(s−Ku −
1)/Nu)/

√
Nu. If windowing is applied, for s ∈ N

∗
Nu<s≤Ku+Nu

,
the contribution instead becomes

(
yl,u [s] rm,l,u [s] + yl,u [s−Nu] rm,l,u [s−Nu]

)

exp
(
j

2πMu,m(s−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

. (27)
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Fig. 3. Indexing of r and identification of its parts rCP and rSYM within a
demonstration of how receiver windowing operation is performed.

Accordingly, by removing the non-windowed contribution from
all windowed samples and adding their respective windowed
contribution to the FFT output, the SC symbol that is receiver
windowed with window duration 0 < r ≤ Ku can be written as

Y u [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, 0]

+

Nu+Ku∑

s=Nu+Ku−r+1

(
yl,u [s] (rm,l,u [s]− 1)

+ yl,u [s−Nu] rm,l,u [s−Nu]
) exp

(
j

2πMu,m(s−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

.

(28)

Plugging rm,l,u[s] = 1− rm,l,u[s−Nu] for the windowed
region per [12], [15], (28) can be simplified to

Y u [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, 0] +
Nu+Ku∑

s=Nu+Ku−r+1

(
yl,u [s−Nu]

−yl,u [s]
)
rm,l,u [s−Nu]

exp
(
j

2πMu,m(s−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

, (29)

which allows computing the receiver windowed symbols with
reduced computational complexity.

2) Optimum Receiver Windowing Duration Estimation
Algorithm: The optimum receiver windowing duration similarly
maximizes (10). However, unlike the gNB that has predicted the
CFR coefficients and already knows the payload, the UEs know
neither. However, there are other higher order statistics that can
be exploited by the UEs. Similar to (9), one can write

Y u [m, l, r] = Hu [m, l] (Du [m, l] + P u [m, l])

+ Ñu [m, l, r] + ñu [m, l, r] , (30)

where Hu[m, l] is the actual CFR coefficient affecting the mth
subcarrier of lth OFDM symbol of uth user, Ñu[m, l, r] is the
combined ACI, ICI and ISI2 affecting the aforementioned RE
if receiver window duration r is used, and ñu[m, l, r] is the
noise value affecting the aforementioned RE. Let the 2-tuple
elements of the set Pu[ṁ, l̇] refer to the subcarrier and OFDM
symbol indices of P REs that are statistically expected to ex-
perience the channels most correlated with Hu[ṁ, l̇] [21]. To
keep equations concise, we will only use Du[m, l] to refer to
Du[m, l] + P u[m, l] from this point onward. Even though no
element other than P u[m, l] in the equation is known, the UE
can still obtain

Y̆ u

[
ṁ, l̇, r

]
:= var

[{
Y u [m, l, r] , (m, l) ∈ Pu

[
ṁ, l̇

]}]

(31a)

= var
[{
Hu [m, l]Du [m, l] + Ñu [m, l, r] + ñu [m, l, r]

}]

(31b)

= var [{Hu [m, l]Du [m, l]}]
+ var [{ñu [m, l, r]}] + var

[{
Ñu [m, l, r]

}]
, (31c)

where the set definitions (m, l) ∈ Pu[ṁ, l̇] were removed after
the first line to keep equations concise, but are always implied
throughout the rest of this section for all mean and variance
operations, and an equal-weight variance is assumed, or in prob-
ability terms, all elements are assigned the same 1/P probability.
Weighting elements with the correlation between Hu[m, l] and
Hu[ṁ, l̇] [22] is optimum [23], however, the equiweight imple-
mentation drastically reduces the computational complexity as
will be shown below, without an observable performance loss.
Note that since ñu[m, l, r] ∼ CN(0, 1)∀u,m, l, r, although the
noise value itself changes with windowing, the noise variance
remains unity. Furhermore, as ICI and ISI are separated, the vari-
ance in the actual channel coefficients can be assumed to remain
constant regardless of window duration as well. Thus, the CFR
coefficient, transmitted data and noise variance remain constant
regardless of applied window, but the combined interference and
its variance varies with the windowing operation. Although it is
impossible to distinguish between these components by looking
at the effects of windowing on a single received symbol, the
spectrotemporal correlation of channel and interference can be
exploited to identify the amount of combined interference in
a group of REs. That is, although var[{Ñu[m, l, r], (m, l) ∈
Pu[ṁ, l̇]}] can not be found explicitly, one can conclude that

arg min
r

Y̆ u

[
ṁ, l̇, r

]
� arg min

r
var

[{
Ñu [m, l, r]

}]
. (32)

The optimum receiver windowing duration calculation algo-
rithm utilizes (32) to minimize the combined interference energy
and maximize capacity. With similar reasoning to Algorithm 1,
Algorithm 2 also starts with the assumption of zero initial
window duration, and checks to see whether longer window
durations are beneficial for each RE. Let us now investigate a

2Although this element consists of the sum of each of these components scaled
with different coefficients, all varying with used window, only this combined
element will be referred to for the sake of brevity as future analysis only involves
the sum.
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Algorithm 2: Estimate Ru & Ŷ u.
1: Ru ← 0
2: for all m ∈Mu, l ∈ Lu do
3: Y̆ u[m, l, 0]← (34b)
4: for r ← 1,Ku do
5: Y̆ u[m, l, r]← (34c)
6: if Y̆ u[m, l, r] > Y̆ u[m, l, r − 1] then
7: Ru[m, l]← r − 1
8: break
9: end if

10: end for
11: Ŷ u[m, l]← (29)
12: end for

possible reduced complexity implementation of this idea, partic-
ularly utilizing the relation between Y u[m, l, 0] andY u[m, l, r]
as shown in (28). Let us first define

ÿu [m, l, r] = Y u [m, l, r]− Y u [m, l, 0] (33a)

=

Nu+Ku∑

s=Nu+Ku−r+1

(
yl,u [s−Nu]− yl,u [s]

)

rm,l,u [s−Nu]
exp

(
j

2πMu,m(s−Ku−1)
Nu

)

√
Nu

(33b)

to keep following equations concise. Then

Y̆ u

[
ṁ, l̇, r

]
=

∑

(m,l)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]

×

∣∣∣Y u [m, l, r]−∑
(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇] Y u

[
ṁ, l̇, r

]
/P

∣∣∣
2

P
(34a)

=
1
P 3

∑

(m,l)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Y u [m, l, r] (P − 1)−

∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]\(m,l)

Y u

[
m̈, l̈, r

]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

(34b)

=
1
P 3

∑

(m,l)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]

×

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
Y u [m, l, 0] (P − 1)−

∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]\(m,l)

Y u

[
m̈, l̈, 0

]

+ ÿu [m, l, r] (P − 1)−
∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]\(m,l)

ÿu
[
m̈, l̈, r

]
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

(34c)

demonstrates that once

Y u [m, l, 0] (P − 1)−
∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]\(m,l)

Y u

[
m̈, l̈, 0

]
(35)

is calculated, the variance of the windowed cases can be cal-
culated by adding the window differences and summing the
squared magnitudes. The advantage of the equiweight assump-
tion becomes clear at this point, a simple investigation reveals
that once Y̆ u[ṁ, l̇, r] is calculated for an RE, the same calcu-
lation for neighboring REs only require adding and removing
contributions from few REs. More information on computational
complexity is provided in Section III-B3.

3) Computational Complexity: Calculating (35) for (m, l)
← (m1, l1) ∈ Pu[ṁ, l̇] for a single RE requires 2P real ad-
ditions and 2 real multiplications. The result of the same
equation for another RE with indices (m, l)← (m2, l2)
∈ Pu[ṁ, l̇] can be obtained by adding P (Y u[m2, l2, 0]−
Y u[m1, l1, 0]) to the previously calculated value, resulting in 4
real additions and 2 real multiplications. Thus, calculating (35)
∀(m, l) ∈ Pu[ṁ, l̇] requires a total of 6P − 4 real additions and
2P real multiplications.

Trials show that the subsets Pu[ṁ, l̇] differ at most by
log(c+ P ) individual REs for neighbor REs under vehicular
channels [24] for statistically meaningful P values, where c is
a small positive constant. While the mean subset difference is
well below that for the possible transmission time interval (TTI)
durations and bandwidth part configurations in NR, log(P ) will
be assumed for all REs as the mean asymptotically reaches this
number with increasing number of allocated slots and resource
blocks (RBs), and to mitigate c. Thus, after (35) is calculated
for an RE for Pu[ṁ1, l̇1], the results can be generalized for
the same RE for anotherPu[ṁ2, l̇2], (ṁ2, l̇2)← ∃{(ṁ1 ± 1, l̇1),
(ṁ1, l̇1 ± 1)} by adding P (

∑
(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ2,l̇2]

Y u[m̈, l̈, 0]−
∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ1,l̇1]
Y u[m̈, l̈, 0]) to the previous findings, which

requires 4 log(P ) real additions and 2 real multiplications. The
findings can then similarly propagate to other REs ∈ Pu[ṁ2, l̇2]
by performing 4 real additions and 2 real multiplications each
as described above. Therefore, number of operations required to
obtain (35) ∀(m, l), ∀(ṁ, l̇) is upper bounded by 4(MuLu(P +
log(P )− 1)− log(P )) + 2P real additions and 2PMuLu real
multiplications.

A direct investigation reveals that each (33b) calculation
requires 6r − 2 real additions and 6r real multiplications to
obtain the symbol windowed with window duration r. Once
the relevant (33b) values are calculated, the number of equa-
tions required to calculate the difference ÿu[m, l, r](P − 1)−∑

(m̈,l̈)∈Pu[ṁ,l̇]\(m,l) ÿu[m̈, l̈, r] in (34c) is the same as the num-
ber of operations required to obtain (35). It should be noted
that these values are only required for (m, l) ∈ Pu[ṁ, l̇] if
Y̆ u[ṁ, l̇, r] is being calculated, which is not always needed.

After both differences in (34c) is obtained, the sum of the
squared magnitudes of the sum of differences can be calculated
to finalize (34c) calculation. This requires 3P − 1 real additions
and 2P real multiplications. If Ru[m, l] = R, (34c) must be
calculated ∀r ∈ N

∗
≤min(R+1,Ku)

. Once Ru is found, (29) is
performed to obtain windowed symbols to continue reception,
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which requires only 2#{Ru �= 0} real additions and no mul-
tiplications. Some statistics for Ru and number of operations
performed for vehicular channel conditions are provided in
Section IV. It should also be noted that the worst case time
complexity of the described efficient implementation is on the
order ofO(K2

uPMuLu), while a more straightforward operation
count- and memory-wise exhaustive implementation can run
within O(P +Ku).

C. Further Notes on Computational Complexity

The algorithms presented in Section III are computationally
tailored around the basic assumption that both transmitter and
receiver window durations are expected to be short as the
utilized extension was solely intended for the channel. While
Section IV shows that this assumption holds, there are also other
characteristics that can be exploited, such as the spectrotem-
poral correlation of window durations, and a non-obvious but
comprehensible peak in the statistical receiver window duration
probability distribution, all of which are presented and discussed
in Section IV. This section was aimed to describe the basic ideas
and only simple, universal algorithmic implementation specific
details in the most comprehensible manner. Further possible
reductions in computational complexity are mentioned along
with numerical findings in Section IV.

IV. NUMERICAL VERIFICATION

Although the proposed method is formulated for networks
with any number of UEs, in this work, a simple network limited
to a base station (BS) and two UEs equally sharing a 7.68 MHz
system bandwidth is considered for the sake of simplicity, as
done in other similar works such as [25]. This also allows clearer
presentation of the results. This network is realized numerous
times with independent and random user data and instantaneous
channels, and all presented results are the arithmetic means of all
realizations unless otherwise specified. The parameters provided
in [26] for link level waveform evaluation under 6 GHz were
used when possible. One of the UEs is a high mobility node
experiencing a channel that has 30 ns RMS delay spread and
120 km/h mobility, hereinafter referred to as the “‘f’ast user,”
communicating using 60 subcarriers of an OFDM numerology
with subcarrier spacing of Δff = 60 kHz. The second UEs is
a moderate mobility node experiencing a channel that has 100
ns RMS delay spread and 30 km/h mobility, hereinafter referred
to as the “‘s’low user,” communicating using 120 subcarriers of
theΔfs = 30 kHz numerology in the adjacent band. The PDP of
fast user’s channel is 3GPP tapped delay line (TDL)-A [24] in 1

2 ,
TDL-B in 1

3 and TDL-C in 1
6 of the simulations to demonstrate

the operability of the algorithm under different channel models.
Similarly, the PDP of slow user’s channel is 3GPP TDL-B in 1

2 ,
and TDL-A or TDL-C each in 1

4 of the simulations. The Doppler
spectra of both channels are assumed to be classical Jakes [27]
at all times [24]. There is a 240 kHz guard band between users.
The SNR of each user is sweeped from 5 dB to 15 dB during
which the SNR of the other user is fixed to 10 dB.

Results are obtained for a duration of one NR format 4 slot
[28] in the slow user’s reference, where both flexible symbols

are utilized for UL. The UL transmission interval of a slot
followed by the DL transmission interval of the consecutive
slot is investigated. There’s a timing offset of 64 samples in
the UL, whereas the consequent DL period is synchronous.
The UL DMRS received at the gNB, which are physical uplink
shared channel (PUSCH) DMRS type B mapped [29], are used
to estimate the channel. Only this time invariant estimate is
used in Algorithm 2 for the following DL transmission in-
terval. This presents the worst-case performance of especially
Algorithm 2 under minimum available information. The rate of
performance improvement for increasing number of consecutive
slots with the help of channel prediction [18] is left for future
work. The DL DMRS configuration is single port single layer
mapped with crucial parameters uniquely defining the mapping
dmrs-AdditionalPosition 3 and dmrs-TypeA-Position pos2 [29].
No windowing or power control is applied to UL signals as
well, reducing the performance of solely the proposed methods
making it the worst case scenario.

Unless otherwise specified, both UEs utilize a normal CP
overhead of 9

128 with no additional extension for windowing
at all times, thus conserving standard 5G NR symbol structure.
For comparison, optimum fixed extension windowing algorithm
[12] is also featured utilizing the standard extended CP over-
head of 25% and the additional extension is used for either
transmitter or receiver windowing, as well as filtered-OFDM
(F-OFDM) [30], [31] and N -Continuous OFDM (NC-OFDM)
[32], the tone offset for the former, in accord with the resource
allocation, being 7.5 and 3.5 tones for the slow and fast user,
respectively; and the N parameter for the latter being Nfast = 1
and Nslow = 2 per the original work, and both receivers use the
iterative correcting receiver [32, Sec. 3] performing 8 iterations.
Link adaptation is omitted in the system, all RBs are assigned
the same constant MCS which consists of QPSK modulation
and (21/32)× (7/15) standard [33], [34] and extended [35]
Bose Chaudhuri Hocquenghem (BCH) Turbo product code [36]
for the slow user and (7/16)× (7/15) for the fast user at all
times. The MCSs are chosen such that both users operate slightly
below the target bit-error rate (BER) at the minimum SNR, thus
the SNR difference between the users can be referred to as the
excess SNR for the utilized SNR values. P ← 33 for both users
in Algorithm 2 so that a meaningful z-test can be performed.

The OOB emission of investigated waveforms are depicted
in Fig. 4, where the lines denoted with Δγ is the results for
Algorithm 1, for which the windowed user’s average SNR is
greater than that of the victim by the provided value; and the
sampling points of the victim subcarriers are marked to dis-
tinguish between modulations and to provide means to under-
stand the unorthodox frequency localization characteristics of
F-OFDM [31] and optimum fixed extension transmitter window-
ing (ETW) algorithm [12] to unfamiliar readers. Both F-OFDM
and ETW-OFDM have unmatched interference performance in
the victim’s band, but F-OFDM requires the receiver to perform
matched filtering, and ETW-OFDM requires an extension that
may disturb the standard frame structure, or reduced throughput
if the standard extensions are used in vehicular channels as seen
in Table II. The interference performance of NC-OFDM at the
edge subcarriers also outperforms all cases of Algorithm 1, but
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Fig. 4. OOB emission of investigated modulations.

TABLE II
FAIR PROPORTIONAL NETWORK THROUGHPUT OF TESTED MODULATIONS

Algorithm 1 takes over in the band center subcarriers for high
excess SNR. Furthermore, NC-OFDM also requires receiver-
side operations, thus has no advantage over F-OFDM. It is seen
that while Algorithm 1 has little advantage if the windowing
user has no excess SNR, the level of interference decreases
further as the window duration is able to increase when the
user has excess SNR. Although the proposed algorithm uses
the same window design used in ETW-OFDM, the fact that
not all REs are windowed prevents the same localization from
surfacing. It should also be noted that the gains are a significant
function of channel responses of both UEs, and the transmit
OOB emission is unable to demonstrate the gains clearly. The
fair proportional network throughput, calculated similar to net-
work proportional network capacity using the geometric means
of throughput of each user, can be seen in Table II for opti-
mum fixed extension transmitter and receiver windowed OFDM
[12], NC-OFDM, conventional CP-OFDM, adaptive transmitter
windowed with estimates obtained using Algorithm 1, adap-
tive transmitter windowed with optimum durations, F-OFDM,
adaptive receiver windowed using durations calculated using
Algorithm 2, adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed with
transmitter windowing durations calculated using Algorithm 1
without knowing receivers are applying Algorithm 2 followed by
Algorithm 2 at the receivers, Algorithm 2 applied to the signals
that are adaptive transmitter windowed with optimum durations,
adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed with transmitter

Fig. 5. E{Ru/Ku} and E{T u/Ku} against the SNR difference between
users.

windowing durations calculated using Algorithm 1 knowing
receivers are applying Algorithm 2 followed by Algorithm 2 at
the receivers, and adaptive transmitter and receiver windowed
with durations optimized jointly. The optimum values were ob-
tained by maximizing the fair proportional network throughput
using an evolutionary integer genetic algorithm [37] to find
the optimum inputs to Algorithms 1 and/or 2 under actual
time-varying channels. It can be seen that although previously
proposed extended windowing algorithms improve the BERs,
increasing the effective symbol duration by ˜18% erases the posi-
tive implications on the throughput and reduces it. The artificial
noise introduced by the NC-OFDM cannot be resolved at the
receivers at these high mobility conditions correctly yielding
a decrease in actual throughput. It can be seen that even the
featured worst case results of the proposed algorithms increase
the throughput and improving algorithm outputs by channel
prediction promises further gains closer to optimum. While
F-OFDM provides higher throughput compared to Algorithm 1
and adaptive transmitter windowing, it requires that both ends
of the communication are aware of the filtering process and
apply it [30], [31], [38]. Although knowledge of such improves
the throughput, the proposed algorithms do not require the
knowledge and action of the counterpart and this is the strength
of the proposed method compared to F-OFDM. To show the
dependence of window durations on excess SNR, the ratio of
estimated and optimum expected window durations to the CP
of the corresponding UEs as a function of the SNR difference
between the user in interest and the other user are demonstrated
in Fig. 5. The results are ordered as follows: Receiver windowing
durations of only Algorithm 2, Algorithm 2 applied to the signals
transmitted after applying Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2 applied to
transmitter windowed samples with the optimum duration if the
gNB is unaware that receivers employ Algorithm 2, Algorithm 2
applied to to the signals produced Algorithm 1 where gNB
knows both receivers also employ Algorithm 2, and Algorithm 2
applied to transmitter windowed samples with the optimum du-
ration calculated knowing that receiver will apply Algorithm 2;
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Fig. 6. Probability of the error between estimated and optimum window
lengths being equal to certain percentages of CP.

as well as transmitter windowing durations estimated by Al-
gorithm 1, optimum adaptive transmitter windowing durations,
transmitter windowing duration estimates provided by Algo-
rithm 1 knowing that both receivers also employ Algorithm 2
and optimum transmitter windowing durations calculated if both
receivers also employ Algorithm 2. A critical observation is that
the transmitter windowing durations, both estimated and actual
optimum, increase as the SNR of the user increases, whereas the
receiver windowing duration decreases. This proves the basic
idea behind fair optimization that the ones with excess SNR
must focus on their impact on others whereas the ones with
lesser SNR must focus on the impact they receive from others.
It can also be seen that the optimum durations for each side get
shorter once the resources are jointly used, i.e., the gNB knows
that receivers utilize Algorithm 2. Fig. 6 shows the probability
of the calculated window duration being a certain amount away
from the optimum duration, between Algorithm 1 and optimum
transmitter windowing durations, between Algorithm 1 calcu-
lated knowing that receivers utilize Algorithm 2 and optimum
transmitter window durations obtained when receivers employ
Algorithm 2; and receiver windowing durations estimated at the
transmitter during calculation of Algorithm 2 and the values
obtained at receivers. It can be seen that the guess for both the
transmitter and the receiver windowing durations are more accu-
rate for the slower user, proving the dependence on mobility at
estimates without channel tracking and prediction. Furthermore,
since receiver windowing durations only matter for the RBs
in interest as discussed before, receiver windowing durations
can be guessed with over 98% probability without making an
error. The transmitter windowing estimates have more than 95%
probability of being the same as optimum, while overestimating
is slightly more probable in the only Algorithm 1 case while
underestimating is more probable in the both algorithms utilized
case. Figs. 7 and 8 show the amount of receiver and transmitter
windowing applied at the band centers and edges and checks
the validity of [13] where the window durations are labeled
similar to that of Fig. 5. It can be seen that the amount of
transmitter windowing indeed increases at the band edges, and

Fig. 7. Receiver windowing durations as a function of distance from center of
the consumed band.

Fig. 8. Transmitter windowing durations as a function of distance from center
of the consumed band.

furthermore it is more important that the faster user with the
larger subcarrier spacing and less spectral localization to apply
more transmitter windowing. This derives from the fact that the
power spectral density (PSD) of signals with larger subcarrier
spacing decay slower than those with smaller subcarrier spacing,
hence are more crucial for the interference in the system. It
can be seen that the receiver windowing durations are higher at
the band centers and higher for the user with lower subcarrier
spacing. This occurs partly due to the window function design.
The window functions are designed to minimize the absorption
outside the the band of interest, however as the pass-band of
the window gets smaller, the reduction performance decreases
as well [12]. Since the window pass-bands are smaller on the
edge subcarriers, the gain from reduced ACI and ICI reduces
whereas the performance reduction due to increased ISI stays
the same. This favors longer window durations at the inner sub-
carriers where increasing window durations result in significant
ICI and ACI reduction. The gain from ICI reduction becomes
more prominent for the faster user which observes even higher
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Fig. 9. Probability that transmitter window durations in adjacent subcarriers
differ by the given amount.

window lengths at inner subcarriers due to the increased ICI.
The gain from either type of windowing reduces for both users
as windowing at the counterparty is introduced to the systems,
both by reduction of forces driving windowing at a given side
and also increase in ISI occurring by applying windowing, as
both users observe shorter windowing durations on either side
that is more uniformly distributed from band centers to edges.
Before the average number of performed operations are provided
for presented Algorithms in their current forms and compared,
spectrotemporal statistics of window durations are provided
to demonstrate that there is room for further computational
complexity reductions, which are left for future works. Both
experienced channel and amount of interference are highly
correlated in both dimensions, which in turn create correlated
window durations that can reduce complexity load. For example,
Fig. 9 shows the probability that window durations calculated
for adjacent subcarriers differ by a given duration, as a function
of CP length. It is seen that no more than 35% CP duration
difference occurred at any time. This suggests that if a subcarrier
was calculated to have a long window duration, checking brief
window durations for the adjacent subcarriers may be skipped at
first and the search can start from a higher value. Furthermore,
REs may be grouped and processed together. Fig. 10 presents
the same results for Algorithm 2, showing that the differences
are even smaller in both time and frequency as the duration
is determined using the variance over a group of REs and the
RE groups of adjacent RE differ little. It is also worth noting
that window durations in adjacent REs of the faster user are
more likely to differ by longer durations than that of the slower
user, which depends on both increased subcarrier spacing and
channel variations. Finally, the computational load of the al-
gorithms in their presented forms is analyzed and compared
with F-OFDM. The filter lengths are Nu/2 + 1 per [31], and
since filters consist of complex values, the computational com-
plexity of F-OFDM is (Nu +Ku)Lu(3Nu/2 + 2) real addi-
tions and (Nu +Ku)Lu(2Nu + 4) real multiplications at the
UE, and these values summed over all users at the gNB. The

Fig. 10. Probability that receiver window durations in adjacent REs differ by
the given amount.

Fig. 11. Probability of transmitter (T) and receiver (R) window durations
occurring in test scenarios.

TABLE III
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITIES OF F-OFDM AND ALGORITHMS 1 AND 2

computational complexities of the presented algorithms depend
on the window duration and side of each RE, of which values
have the probability distributions shown in Fig. 11. Accordingly,
the gNB and UE side computational complexities of the algo-
rithms are presented in Table III. As Algorithm 1 only runs at the
gNB and Algorithm 2 only runs at the UE without any operation
requirements at the counterpart, the counterpart complexities are
0 for both users. It is seen that while the gNB side complexity
for Algorithm 1 is higher than that of F-OFDM, assuming that
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gNBs are not computationally bounded, the transparency of Al-
gorithm 1 still makes it a possible candidate under heavy traffic.
The computational complexity of Algorithm 2 is similar to that
of F-OFDM if the further computational complexity reduction
tricks described in the preceding paragraph are not employed,
and Algorithm 2 is also transparent to the transmitter. Another
interesting observation that can be made from Fig. 11 is that
for Algorithm 2, under severe ACI conditions, longer window
durations may be beneficial, however since the window duration
is limited by CP length, all those results manifest themselves at
the upper bound, creating a high probability peak at the longest
duration. Computational complexity can be further reduced if
Algorithm 2 is modified to check the longest possibility before
others, however these highly implementation specific details are
left for future work.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have demonstrated the concept of frame
structure compliant computationally efficient adaptive per-RE
extensionless transmitter windowing to maximize fair propor-
tional beyond 5G network capacity in the DL, and universal
per-RE receiver windowing that requires no additional knowl-
edge. Results demonstrate that gains are possible from window-
ing without introducing extra extensions that defy the frame
structure if the side, RE and duration to apply windowing is
calculated carefully. The user with higher excess SNR must
apply longer transmitter windowing as they can resist the SNR
reduction, whereas the user with lower excess SNR must apply
longer receiver windowing. Users with higher subcarrier spac-
ing and higher mobility cause more interference in the system
hence should apply more transmitter windowing, whereas users
with lower subcarrier spacing must focus on receiver window-
ing. Optimum transmitter window durations are longer at the
edges whereas optimum receiver window durations are longer
at band centers. Emulating the multipath multiple access channel
allows the gNB to estimate optimum transmitter windowing
durations prior to transmission with 95% confidence. Using
the variance of received symbols allows the UEs to calculate
optimal receiver windowing durations without calculations re-
quiring further knowledge about the network and channel. While
both algorithms are presented for per-RE calculations, spec-
trotemporal correlation of window durations allow reduced com-
putational complexity implementations than those described.
Extensionless windowing at either side does not require ac-
tion and information transfer to the communication counter-
part and is fully compatible with previous and current gener-
ations, however the knowledge of adaptive windowing applied
at the counterpart allows joint optimization that reveals higher
gains.
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